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Acton‐Boxborough Regional School District

Elementary Bus Passing
Procedures
June 25, 2015

What is a bus pass?
• Permanent bus pass is a change to a busing schedule that
remains consistent for the course of the year. Typically these
changes are for students going to after school care at a childcare
facility, Community Education, or could include a dance class
that occurs all year every Monday.
• Daily bus pass is a one day change that allows a student to
transfer to any other bus servicing the specific school and allows
the student to ride said bus to any bus stop along the bus route.
(See “Elementary Bus Passes” policy EEAAA and procedures at
http://www.abschools.org/school‐committee/policies )
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Permanent Bus Passes
• Will be issued to elementary students only for
the purpose of attending a location on a pre‐
existing bus route.
• Bus routes will not be altered to
accommodate for non‐essential bus stop
locations.
• Non‐essential bus stop locations are bus stops
other than the residential address(s) on file for
the student.
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Permanent Bus Passes
In order for a permanent bus pass to be issued the following applies:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Permanent bus passes will be accepted provided a parent or guardian has
submitted the appropriate form.
Permanent bus pass forms must be submitted before August 1 to take effect at the
beginning of the school year, or December 1 to take effect in January.
Forms can be accessed online and emailed to the district Transportation Office at
permbusspass@abschools.org or dropped off at the school or Transportation
Office.
Changes to a permanent bus pass should be treated as a one‐day bus pass.
A responsible party from the location must be outside waiting to receive the
students. If an individual (s) is not present at the stop upon arrival the students will
not be allowed to exit the bus and will be returned to the school at the end of the
route.
The first time a location fails to meet students at the bus, a written warning will be
given by the ABRSD. If the location fails to meet students a second time, that
location will be removed from the bus route.
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One‐Day Bus Passes
Will be issued to students to provide
transportation to:
• The student residence(s) on file
• A licensed childcare provider
• To a pre‐scheduled bus stop location on the
bus route
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One‐Day Bus Passes
One‐day bus passes will be issued when:
• The bus pass form is filled out completely including the
contact information of an adult who is prepared to take
responsibility for the student(s).
• The form is submitted by 2:00 p.m. the day before the
one day bus pass is to take place.
• There is sufficient seating on the bus.
• One‐day bus passes will not be granted as a
substitution to permanent bus passes to private
businesses
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Factors Associated With the Recommended
Changes for Bus Passing
Adjustment of Age Eligibility
• Currently, students can access bus passing in first grade.
• Restrict the age of students eligible to daily bus pass to 2nd
grade and higher.
• All elementary principals strongly support the change
Deadline for Bus Pass Submission
• Currently no time limit on when pass requests can be
submitted & can be right up until just before dismissal.
• Requiring a bus pass form to the school office the day prior
increases the time to ensure passes are distributed, rosters
adjusted and drivers notified.
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Recommended Changes for Bus
Passing
Alteration of Bus Routes
• Currently routes are often adjusted at parental
request at any point through the year
• These adjustments can lead to alterations
inconsistency in route timing that can both
increase & decrease ride times impacting all
students.
• Limiting changes to routes for Permanent Bus
Passes twice a year, as well the decision to no
longer modify routes for daily‐passes will allow
for greater route consistency.
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Recommended Changes for Bus
Passing
Liability Release Form
• School Committee requested that the administration explore legal
opinion.
• This opinion identified a number of concerns with the bus pass system
from a liability standpoint:
‐ Dropping off students at other locations on a day‐to‐day
basis increases risk for human error;
‐ If a student exists bus at the wrong stop & student gets hurt or
lost this would be a serious problem for the district;
• Legal opinion also suggested a release form given that transportation
through a bus pass is beyond what a student is entitled.
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Recommended Changes for Bus
Passing
Expectations for Non‐Residential Stops
• Under the current policy there are no
expectations for students to be met by a
responsible party when dropped off at non‐
residential stops.
• Introducing this expectation we believe will
greatly assist in monitoring students when
getting off of a bus in a different setting.
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Summary
• There are a number of procedural changes
that the administration intends to put into
place next year.
• These changes represent efforts on the part of
the administration to improve a system that
currently has many problems in our belief
around our ability to safely manage the
system.
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Questions and Comments
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